ABSTRACT Sequential convex programming (SCP) has been recently employed in various trajectory planning problems, including entry flight, planetary landing, and aircraft formation. In SCP, convex programming subproblems are sequentially solved to obtain the optimum of original nonconvex problems. For SCPbased quadrotor trajectory planning, this paper proposes a matrix-structure-driven interior point method (MSD-IPM) to improve the efficiency of solving search directions in convex programming. In MSD-IPM, primal-dual systems for solving search directions are derived from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucher (KKT) conditions of quadrotor trajectory planning subproblems. Then, the successive elimination technique is used to solve the inverse of large-scale coefficient matrices of primal-dual systems by more efficient operations on small-scale matrices. In successive elimination, the positive definiteness of several small-scale matrices is used to enhance the numerical stability of computing search directions, and the specific diagonal structures of small-scale matrices are exploited to efficiently compute the search directions. The complexity analysis shows that the efficiency of the proposed method is about one order of magnitude higher than that of the standard IPM. The comparative studies on simulation experiments demonstrate that the MSD-IPM generally outperforms several well-known optimizers (e.g., MOSEK, SDPT3, and SeDuMi) in terms of efficiency and robustness. Finally, the indoor trajectory tracking experiments indicate that the proposed method can generate smooth trajectories for real-world applications.
NOMENCLATURE
The following symbols are used in this paper:
A equality constraint matrix of convex programming; a acceleration vector; a min , a max acceleration bound; B bandwidth of banded matrices; b equality constraint vector of convex programming; C inequality constraint matrix of convex programming; d inequality constraint vector of convex programming; e column vector with all elements set to one;
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hao Luo. convergence tolerance of MSD-IPM; σ centering corrective parameter of MSD-IPM; µ complementary measure of MSD-IPM; λ; ξ ; ϑ; γ dual variable of MSD-IPM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the attractive features in low-cost, maneuverability, flexibility, and hovering-ability, quadrotors are appropriate for various applications including surveillance and reconnaissance, disaster and crisis management, infrastructure inspection, agriculture and forestry, and express delivery [1] . Most of these applications require quadrotors to have highlevel autonomous capabilities to execute complex missions in hazardous environments [2] . Currently, trajectory-based autonomous control is a common approach to fulfill such requirements [3] . Real-time trajectory planning is the foundation for trajectory-based control of quadrotors in dynamic environments [4] - [6] .
The developed real-time trajectory planning methods can be classified into two categories [6] . First, real-time trajectory planning is solved from a hierarchical planning perspective [7] - [9] . A geometric path is constructed preliminarily, and it is then parameterized in time domain subject to dynamic constraints to generate smooth trajectories. Hierarchical planning methods are efficient, but sacrifice the optimality of trajectories [10] . Second, the trajectory planning is formulated as an optimal control problem (OCP), which can be solved by indirect and direct methods [11] , [12] . OCPs have received great attentions in a number of research groups [13] - [17] due to its appealing tradeoffs between computational efficiency and optimality. Since it is hard to derive the necessary condition of problems with complex constraints for indirect methods, the direct method is mostly used to solve OCPs for real-world problems. The direct method transcribes the infinite dimensional OCP into a finite dimensional parameter optimization problem [15] , which in general is a high-dimensional nonconvex problem and is computationally intractable for real-time implementation. Fortunately, the efficient convex optimization method [18] have been successfully used to tackle the trajectory planning problem for saving computational cost. By using convexification techniques [19] including equivalent transformation [20] , successive linearization [21] , and relaxation [22] , the nonconvex trajectory planning problem is converted into convex optimization problems, which can be solved efficiently and robustly by the state-of-the-art interior point method (IPM) [23] . Recently, IPM has been successfully applied in various trajectory planning problems, such as spacecraft rendezvous [24] , entry flight [25] , guidance of aircraft [26] , and planetary landing [27] .
In the field of convex-optimization-based quadrotor realtime trajectory planning, Auguglizro et al. [28] first proposed a sequential convex programming (SCP) method to enhance the computational efficiency. Dueri et al. [29] combined SCP with inter-sample obstacle avoidance methods to ensure that the generated trajectories do not cross obstacles between discrete states. Chen et al. [30] developed an incremental SCP (iSCP) to incrementally add the collision-avoidance constraints during the iterative process of SCP, which leads to significant improvement in computational tractability. Szmuk et al. [31] implemented real-time on-board trajectory generation using SCP for high-performance quadrotor flight in indoor flight platforms. Besides the leverage of SCP, the computational efficiency can also be improved by using customized convex optimizers [32] , [33] which can exploit the problem structure to automatically generating custom codes and have been applied to landing guidance fields. Dueri et al. [34] developed the customized IPM using the sparsity of the planetary powered-descent guidance (PDG) problem to reduce the runtime by two to three orders of magnitude. However, Dueri's IPM [34] was specifically tailored for PDG problems, which cannot be directly used for other problems (e.g., quadrotor trajectory planning problems). To the best of the authors' knowledge, quite few studies were reported to customize efficient IPM for quadrotor trajectory planning problems. In this work, we develop a matrix structure driven interior-point method (MSD-IPM) according to the unique characteristics of quadrotor trajectory planning to improve the computational efficiency.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows. I) MSD-IPM is proposed to exploit specific structures of the equality and inequality constraint matrixes in the quadrotor trajectory planning problem. II) The algorithm complexity of MSD-IPM is analyzed, and the results illustrate that MSD-IPM costs only about one-tenth CPU time of the standard IPM (i.e., Mehrotra's IPM) [35] . III) The appealing performance of MSD-IPM is demonstrated on comparative simulation experiments and trajectory tracking experiments in an indoor flight platform.
The paper is organized as follows. The formulation of quadrotor trajectory planning problem is given in section II. In section III, convex quadratic programming subproblems of quadrotor trajectory planning are established and SCP is introduced. The proposed MSD-IPM method is presented in section IV. In section V, comparative studies between MSD-IPM and several convex optimization toolboxes are performed on simulation experiments. In section VI, indoor flight experiments are implemented. Finally, conclusions are given in section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Quadrotor trajectory planning can generate flight trajectories for optimizing specific performance index (e.g., minimizing the flight time or minimizing energy consumptions) subject to initial and final state, state/control bound, quadrotor dynamic, and obstacle-avoidance constraints. Figure 1 illustrates a scenario of quadrotor trajectory planning where the generated trajectory guides the quadrotor to reach its destination and avoid multiple obstacles. In this paper, the fixed-time obstacle-avoidance trajectory planning problem for quadrotors is formulated as a nonconvex optimal control problem (NOCP) shown in Eq. (1). The quadrotor trajectory planning aims at minimizing the sum of the total thrust [28] .
where 
) where · 2 represents the 2-norm.
III. SEQUENTIAL CONVEX PROGRAMMING FOR TRAJECTORY PLANNING
In this section, the NOCP of quadrotor trajectory planning is transcribed into a series of convex quadratic programming subproblems via discretization and successive convexification. And SCP is introduced to solve the trajectory planning problem.
A. CONVEX QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING FORMULATION
The direct collocation method [11] is applied to reformulate the Problem-I as a parameter optimization problem. The flight duration is uniformly divided into predefined K intervals with a constant step size t = (t f − t 0 )/K . Then the trajectory is approximated with K +1 points at t k , where
The kinematics of quadrotors are discretized using the trapezoidal method [11] . The obstacle-avoidance constraints p(t) / ∈ m are discretized as p[k] / ∈ m , which are still concave constraints [29] .
To reformulate the Problem-I as convex optimization problems, concave constraints p[k] / ∈ m is tackled via successive convexification method [17] . The obstacle-avoidance constraints p[k] / ∈ m can be approximated with affine constraints at discrete time in Eq. (3) [17] . In addition, the inter-sample obstacle-avoidance constraint in Eq. (4) [17] is introduced to enhance the safety of quadrotors between discrete time.
wherep[k] denotes the nominal position of quadrotors at time t k .
Through discretization and convexification, the convex optimization subproblem of the quadrotor trajectory planning is formulated as Problem-II in Eq. (5). The obstacleavoidance trajectories are acquired by iteratively solving the VOLUME 7, 2019 Problem-II. The detailed iterative method is described in section III-B.
Problem-II (Convex quadratic optimization sub−problem) : (3) and (4) (5)
B. SEQUENTIAL CONVEX PROGRAMMING
The conservative convexification of obstacle-avoidance constraints may lead to an infeasible problem [36] . Thus, SCP is developed to alleviate the over-conservative approximations and successively improve trajectory results in an iterative framework [17] . The procedures of SCP for quadrotor trajectory planning are shown in Algorithm 1 [17] .
Algorithm 1 Sequential Convex Programming for Trajectory Planning
Input : initial/final states and control
bounds (p min , p max , v min , v max , a min , and a max ) number of intervals K , j ← 0 time step size t, tolerance vector ε Output: optimized trajectory of quadrotors 1:
while constraints in Eq. (5) are not satisfied or convergence criteria in Eq. (6) are not satisfied do 4:
Problem-II← formConvexproblem(p,v, bound, and
The initial trajectories (p 0 , v 0 , a 0 ), i.e., straight lines connecting the initial position and final position of quadrotors, are generated without considering obstacle/collision avoidance constraints (line 1). And (p 0 , v 0 , a 0 ) are utilized as nominal trajectories (p,v,ā) for the next iteration (line 2). In the iterative process, a series of convex programming subproblems are constructed and solved considering all the constraints (lines 4-7). The iterative process terminates when all of the trajectory constraints and the convergence criterion in Eq. (6) [31] are satisfied (lines 3 and 8).
where
; j denotes the index of iterations; ε represents the tolerance vector.
IV. MATRIX STRUCTURE DRIVEN INTERIOR POINT METHOD
This section presents MSD-IPM to solve Problem-II. The procedure of MSD-IPM is provided, and then the details including KKT condition derivation, primal-dual system construction, and search direction solver are described. The algorithm complexity analysis is conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of MSD-IPM.
A. PROCEDURE OF MSD-IPM
MSD-IPM utilizes predictor-corrector algorithm [37] to iteratively refine the solutions of Problem-II. The flowchart of MSD-IPM is illustrated in Fig. 2 . And the procedure is described as follows. Step (1): Initialization. The initial parameters (I max and ε e ) of MSD-IPM are configured. The design variables are initialized to be zeros.
Step (2): Derivation of KKT conditions. The KKT conditions of Problem-II in Eq. (14) is derived from the primal problem in Eq. (7) and the corresponding dual problem in Eq. (13) .
Step (3): Construction of primal-dual systems. Based on current solution X I , nonlinear KKT conditions are converted into linear primal-dual systems in Eq. (15) to solve the search direction.
Step (4): Predictor step. The primal-dual systems are solved to obtain the affine search direction X aff by our customized search direction solver, which is the unique technical contribution of this paper and will be detailed in section IV-C. And the affine search step size h aff is acquired by line search.
Step (5): Corrector step. A corrected primal-dual system is constructed by updating τ 1 , τ 2 , and τ 3 with Eq. (18) and solved to generate the search direction X using the customized solver. And search step size h is obtained by line search.
Step (6): Solution update. The current solution X I is updated as X I +1 = X I + h X.
Step (7): Convergence check. If the number of iterations I exceeds I max or complementary measure µ satisfies the convergence error ε e , the iterative process terminates and the current best solution is output as the optimized trajectory. Otherwise, the process returns to Step 3.
B. KKT CONDITIONS OF PROBLEM-II
Problem-II in Eq. (5) can be rewritten as the following form for simplification.
where x=(p; v; a)∈ R N and N = (n s + n c ) · (K +1). The objective function is a quadratic polynomial, where G ∈ R N ×N and g ∈ R N are expressed in Eq. (8) .
where N s = n s (K +1) and N c = n c (K +1). Constraint conditions include l = n s (K +3)+2n c equality constraints (A ∈ R l×N and b ∈ R l ), q = 2KM inequality constraints (C ∈ R q×n and d ∈ R q ), and 2N bound constraints (lb ∈ R N and ub ∈ R N ).
In equality constraints, the forms of coefficient matrix A and right-hand side b are given in Eq. (9). The superscripts ''ini'', ''fin'', and ''kin'' denote the matrices and vectors of initial state, final state, and kinematic constraints, respectively. The subscripts of matrices inside and outside parentheses denote the matrix index and matrix dimension respectively. Note that A is a block banded matrix, as shown in Eq. (10) .
where n = n s + n c denotes the number of design variables at each discrete point. 
In inequality constraints, structures of coefficient matrix C and right-hand side d are shown in Eq. (11). The subscript ''obs'' denotes obstacle avoidance constraints. Note that matrix C obs,i has the block diagonal properties as shown in Eq. (12) .
where,
where C obs i,k ∈ R 1×n , k = 0, . . . , K denotes the inequality constraints for i th obstacle at discrete time t k .
The dual form of Problem-II is generally used to derive the KKT conditions in IPM [37] . By introducing dual variables (λ ∈ R l , ξ ∈ R q , ϑ ∈ R N , and γ ∈ R N ) and slack variables (s ∈ R q , u ∈ R N , and w ∈ R N ), the dual form of primal problem is formulated in Eq. (13) .
where ξ T s, ϑ T u, and γ T w represent the complementary conditions.
According to the primal problem in Eq. (7) and dual problem in Eq. (13), the KKT conditions of Problem-II are derived in Eq. (14) [18] .
, and Y ∈ R N ×N are the diagonal matrices, whose diagonal elements are the corresponding elements of s, ξ , u, ϑ, w, and γ respectively; e 1 ∈ R q , e 2 ∈ R N , and e 3 ∈ R N are column vectors with all elements set to one.
C. PRIMAL-DUAL SYSTEM
The first order Taylor approximation of the KKT conditions in Eq. (14) near current solutions (x; λ; ξ ; ϑ; γ ; s; u; w) is performed to construct the primal-dual systems in Eq. (15) [35] , which is used to solve search direction X = ( x; λ; ξ ; ϑ; γ ; s; u; w).
where matrix L ∈ R S m ×S m and vector r ∈ R S m are the coefficient matrix and the right-hand side of the primal-dual system respectively. The expressions of L and r are given in Eqs. (16) and (17), where S m = 5N + 2q + l. 
In predictor step, auxiliary variable τ 1 , τ 2 , and τ 3 are set to be zero and affine search direction X aff = ( x aff ; λ aff ; ξ aff ; ϑ aff ; γ aff ; s aff ; u aff ; w aff ) is obtained by solving Eq. (15) . In the corrector step, τ 1 , τ 2 , and τ 3 are updated according to Eq. (18) [35] . And the updated primaldual system is solved again with renewed right-hand side r to determine the correctional search direction X.
where σ ∈ (0, 1) and µ denote the centering corrective parameter and the complementary measure, respectively [35] . The expressions of σ and µ are shown in Eqs. (19) and (20) .
D. CUSTOMIZED SEARCH DIRECTION SOLVER
To improve the efficiency of solving the primal-dual systems in Eq. (15), this subsection presents the customized search direction solver incorporated with successive elimination and matrix structure exploitation. The algorithm complexity of the customized search direction solver is analyzed via flop counts. A flop is defined as one addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division operation of two floating-point numbers. The total number of flops is counted as a function (i.e., a polynomial) of the dimensions of matrices and vectors. Ref. [18] summarized the costs of basic matrix and vector operations, as shown in Table 1 . 
1) SUCCESSIVE ELIMINATION FOR SOLVING SEARCH DIRECTION
Generally, the primal-dual system in Eq. (15) is solved by directly using matrix inversion, i.e., X = L −1 · r. In this paper, successive elimination in Yan's IPM [38] is extended to solve search directions of general convex programming problems in Eq. (5) subject to bound and equality/inequality constraints. Using the successive elimination, the primal-dual system in Eq. (15) is solved via substituting step by step, as shown in Eq. (21) . For instance, λ can be calculated in terms of the first line of Eq. (20) , which is then substituted into the second line of Eq. (20) to solve x. According to the conclusion in Ref [38] , the successive elimination is numerically more stable because of the positive definiteness of matrix D and ADA −1 .
Flop counts of generating search direction via successive elimination are shown in Table 2 . The expression of flop counts for obtaining X shown in the last row of Table 2 only involves the leading (i.e., highest order or dominant) terms of polynomials for simplification. The flop counts of solving search direction by successive elimination are smaller than that of directly solving X = L −1 · r, i.e., 2.67S 3 m = 2.67(5N + 2q + l) 3 .
Remark 1: Successive elimination for solving primaldual systems considering equality/inequality constraints and bounds is an extension of that in Yan's IPM, which cannot address inequality constraints.
Remark 2: Successive elimination has higher computational efficiency compared with direct inversion operation, i.e., X = L −1 · r in terms of the flop counts. Remark 3: Through successive elimination, coefficient matrix L of the primal-dual system is split into several smallscale matrices including G, A, C, S, E, U, Q, W, and Y. Hence, the unique diagonal structures, i.e., diagonal, block diagonal, and block banded diagonal of these small-scale matrices shown in Table 3 can be exploited to further reduce the computational consumptions. See next subsection for details.
2) MATRIX STRUCTURE EXPLOITATION
The specific structures of small-scale matrices shown in Table 3 are utilized to improve the computational efficiency of solving search directions.
(I) Computational cost reduction in generating S −1 , U −1 , and W −1 . Since matrices S, U, and W are diagonal, the inversion of these matrices only costs q, N , and N flop counts respectively. Compared with ordinary matrix inversion (2.67q 3 , 2.67N 3 , and 2.67N 3 ) in Table 2 , the inversion of diagonal matrix is more efficient. (II) Computational cost reduction in generating C T S −1 EC. According to the block diagonal feature of matrix C in Eqs. (11) and (12), matrix CTS −1 EC can be rewritten as the summation form in Eq. (23), where S −1 obs,i and E obs,i are diagonal matrices. Thus, C T S −1 EC is factorized as the product of a serial of low-dimensional block diagonal matrices.
The flop counts of computing C T S −1 EC by Eq. (23), i.e., N 2 q/(K +1) 2 +2q, are much fewer compared with general matrix-matrix product (2N 2 q+4Nq 2 ) shown in Table 2 .
(III) Computational cost reduction in generating U −1 Q and W −1 Y. The diagonal feature of matrices U −1 , Q, W −1 , and Y is exploited to reduce the computational burden of generating U −1 Q and W −1 Y. By using diagonal matrix multiplication, the flop counts are decreased from 2N 3 to N .
(IV) Computational cost reduction in generating D. The inversion of nonsingular symmetric matrix can be computed by LDL T factorization [18] to reduce the computational cost. VOLUME 7, 2019 Thus, the computational cost of generating D is reduced from 2.67N 3 +3N 2 to 0.33N 3 +3N 2 using LDL T factorization. (V) Computational cost reduction in generating (ADA T ) −1 . Since matrix A in Eq. (10) is a block banded matrix, ADA T is also a block banded matrix. Thus, inversion of matrix ADA T can be obtained via LDL T factorization to reduce the computational cost from 2.67l 3 to lB 2 , where B = 4n denotes the bandwidth of matrix ADA T .
By utilizing matrix structure exploitation, the flop counts for solving search directions in Eq. (21) are reduced to (0.33N 3 + 2 can be ignored compared with the leading terms. For the quadrotor trajectory problem in this paper, the number of state variables n s and the number of control variables n c are set to be 4 and 2 respectively. The relationship of N and l is expressed as follows.
Besides, the relationship of N and q is expressed as follows.
We assume that there are three obstacles in the environment, i.e., the number of obstacles M = 3. Then, we can replace q and l with N and 0.67N , respectively. Thus, the flop count of solving search directions by customized search direction solver is rewritten as 3.91N 3 . Note that the Mehrotra's IPM solves Eq. (15) using LDL T factorization to obtain the search direction with the flops 0.33(5N +2q + l) 3 ≈ 74.54N 3 .
Remark 4: The complexity analyses indicate that the computational efficiency of MSD-IPM is about one order of magnitude higher than that of the Mehrotra's IPM. Although the current MSD-IPM method is developed for quadrotor trajectory planning, the idea of matrix structure exploitation can be used to quadrotor swarm, fixed-wing UAV, and spacecraft trajectory planning.
E. SEARCH STEP SIZE
Once search direction X = ( x; λ; ξ ; ϑ; γ ; s; u; w) is determined, search step size h can be obtained by line search as shown in Eq. (26) [35] .
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, numerical simulations are performed on several obstacle-avoidance scenarios to demonstrate the effectiveness of MSD-IPM. And the robustness tests of MSD-IPM on stochastic obstacle-avoidance cases are also conducted.
The runtime of MSD-IPM is compared with four representative methods to show its appealing computational efficiency for real-time trajectory planning. Numerical simulations are implemented in MATLAB R2017a on a desktop computer equipped with Intel Core i7-6700 3.40 GHz and 8GB RAM. Parameters of four scenarios are listed in Table 4 . The information of obstacles is listed in Table 5 . The initial states and final states are set to be [0m, 0m, 0m/s, 0m/s] and [3m, 1m, 0m/s, 0m/s] respectively. The bounds of flight zones, velocities and accelerations are provided in Eq. (26) . The tolerance vector ε in Algorithm 1 is set to be (0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01) T . The convergence error ε e and maximum number of iterations I max of MSD-IPM are set to be 10 −6 and 100 respectively.
A. TRAJECTORY PLANNING RESULTS
The trajectory results for different scenarios are shown in Fig.  3 . MSD-IPM succeeds in generating feasible and optimized trajectories for all simulations. The initial trajectory is generated as a straight line connecting the initial and end points, illustrated as the dashed line. Generated feasible trajectories shown as dash-dotted lines satisfy initial/final state, bound, kinematic, and obstacle-avoidance constraints, but have an inferior performance index. In contrast, optimal trajectories shown as the lines with circle marks are solved for the best performance index at the expense of more computational time.
B. ROBUSTNESS TEST
Robustness tests are conducted to verify the numerical stability of MSD-IPM based on the four scenarios in Section V-A. [35] , SeDuMi [41] , MOSEK [39] , and SDPT3 [40] . Each algorithm is run on 50 randomly generated test cases for these four scenarios. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. For each scenario, 50 different test cases are generated with randomly initial and final positions selected in predefined areas. Therefore, MSD-IPM is run on 200 randomly generated test cases and the simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 4 . According to the planning results, MSD-IPM can generate optimized trajectories without violating any constraints in all the simulations.
C. ALGORITHM RUNTIME COMPARISON
In this subsection, we analyze the efficiency of generating feasible and optimized trajectories by MSD-IPM based on the randomly generated cases shown in the robustness tests (section V-B). Comparative numeric simulations are conducted between MSD-IPM and a number of convex optimizers, i.e., MOSEK [39] , SDPT3 [40] , SeDuMi [41] , and Mehrotra's IPM to verify the computational efficiency of the proposed method.
The runtime statistic results of finding feasible and optimized trajectories are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. For these four scenarios, the average runtime of generating feasible and optimized trajectories by MSD-IPM are MSD-IPM is about one order of magnitude lower than that of IPM.
Moreover, the generation of feasible trajectories (average runtime: 0.06s, 0.12s, 0.21s, and 0.37s) costs one-third runtime of generating optimized trajectories (average runtime: 0.12s, 0.36s, 0.65s, and 1.00s) in the four scenarios. Therefore, for some emergency situations, the feasible trajectories can be generated immediately and used to adapt the dynamic environments.
In addition, the standard deviations of the runtime for solving feasible and optimized trajectory are shown in Table 6 , where the bold text represents the smallest standard deviation. The data in parentheses represent the standard deviations of the runtime for solving optimized trajectory. The standard deviation of runtime by MSD-IPM is always the best except for generating feasible trajectories in scenario-IV. The statistic results indicate that MSD-IPM is more robust than Mehrotra's IPM, SeDuMi, SDPT3, and MOSEK. Thus, MSD-IPM can provide appealing numerical stability for solving quadrotor trajectory planning problems. 
VI. HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS
In this section, hardware experiments are conducted with physical quadrotors. We establish the indoor flight testbed in a rectangular area of approximately 6m×3m and 2.5m height shown in Fig. 7(a) . The quadrotor utilized in the experiments is based on QAV260 frame equipped with PX4. The position and velocity information of quadrotors is measured by an OptiTrack motion capture system.
In the hardware experiments, the planned trajectories are uploaded to QAV260 before the quadrotor launching. In the trajectory tracking process, ground control center broadcasts the location messages to quadrotors via WIFI communications. Figure 7 (b) shows a snapshot of the execution when the quadrotor heading for the end point. The supplemental video shows the full trajectory execution of scenario-IV.
The generated feasible and optimized trajectories in section V-A are tracked to guide the quadrotor to reach its destination safely. The tracking results for different scenarios are illustrated in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) respectively. The planned trajectories almost coincide with the actual flight trajectories. The trajectory tracking error profiles for feasible and optimized trajectories are shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b) respectively. The maximum trajectory tracking error is less than 30 cm, which is acceptable for practical applications.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, MSD-IPM is developed for SCP-based quadrotor real-time trajectory planning. The optimal control problem of trajectory planning is translated into a series of convex quadratic programming subproblems via discretization and successive convexification. The efficient search direction solver is customized to improve the efficiency of convex quadratic programming. According to the algorithm complexity analysis results, the runtime of MSD-IPM is reduced by approximately one order of magnitude with respect to Mehrotra's IPM. The numerical simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of MSD-IPM via the comparison with Mehrotra's IPM, SDPT3, SeDuMi, and MOSEK in several scenarios. And a number of random tests illustrate the numerical stability of the proposed method. Finally, the trajectory tracking experiments verify the feasibility of the trajectories planned by MSD-IPM for practical engineering applications. In future work, the proposed MSD-IPM will be extended to solve cooperative trajectory planning problems for quadrotor swarms. 
